1. Please include agricultural opportunity areas. They have been completely eliminated from the 'Plan'. It seems that Economic Opportunity Areas have replaced this.

2. Economic Opportunity Areas (EOA) should not be in any rural (zoned) area past 70th street west (Antelope Acres).

3. All rural-town areas and rural town centers, with the exception of one or two, look exactly alike - they have the appearance of 'small-cookie-cutter' towns. Not good. Each place has its distinct look, but will blend with every other town center to 'look rural', if built out is like the photos.

4. Solar generating facilities must be in industrial areas because they are not economical, not rural, and not commercial and only support a few full-time, permanent jobs. (It is not agricultural, either.) They take up precious open-space & farmland.

5. Fox Field contributes to urban, industrial sprawl in a rural area, and creates light pollution. No more commercial area should be zoned (or overlaid) here.

6. Highway 138 (West end) should not be improved, other than for safety.

Thank you for your participation and comments.

We really appreciate it!!!

DRP Staff
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